
Benchmark Awards Logo License to Use Terms & Conditions 

 

WealthAsia Media Limited (“Licensor”), grants Licensee signing this Licensing Agreement (“Licensee”) the 

non-exclusive, non-transferable, non-sublicensable right to reproduce the selected (“Logo”) for the Uses 

selected in the Logo section of this Licensing Agreement. 

 

1. The License extends only to the Logo and only for Uses selected in the section of this Licensing 

Agreement for the period of 12 months from the date Licensor receives payment for the licenses 

 

2. The Logo licensed hereunder may not be sold, transferred, assigned, or relicensed by the Licensee 

 

3. The Licensee agrees to obtain written approval from the Licensor for every creative designed for 

any commercial purposes, including but not limited to advertising, external communications, and 

marketing collateral, prior to publishing 

 

4. Other than licensed herein, Licensor grants no rights and makes no warranties about the use of 

names, people, trademarks, registered, unregistered or copyrighted designs or works of art 

included with the Logo. Licensee shall be solely responsible for determining whether any additional 

permissions are required for its use 

 

5. Licensor will revoke the Limited License if Licensee breaches any of the terms of this Licensing 

Agreement. Revocation is immediate upon Licensee’s receipt of written notice from Licensor 

 

6. Licensor also reserves the right to revoke the Limited License for any reason and shall reimburse 

the Licensee a pro-rata amount of the fees paid for this Agreement based on the period of Use 

unless the revocation is based on Licensee’s breach of the terms of this Licensing Agreement, in 

which case no reimbursement of any fees paid for this Agreement shall be due 

 

7. Licensee shall indemnify and hold Licensor harmless for any third-party claims arising out of or 

based on the use of the Logo in violation of the Limited License granted under this License 

Agreement 

 

8. Licensee may not alter (e.g., excerpt or edit text, change fonts or colors of logos) the Logo unless 

approved to do so in writing by WealthAsia Media Limited 


